As an eco-friendly transportation mode, shared bicycles provide a new option for public transit users in urban areas. China's bicycle-sharing market began flourishing in July 2016 and reached a plateau in 2017. How shared bicycles influenced public transit systems during this period is an interesting topic. A case study of Beijing is conducted. This study aims to identify the competitive and cooperative influences of shared bicycles on public transit by exploring the changes in public transit trip distances before and after the upsurge in bicycle-sharing. A histogram shifting method is introduced to examine the influences of shared bicycles on public transit services from a travel distance perspective. A spatial correlation of bicycling usage and public transit changes is calculated using units of gridded cell spaces. The results show: (1) overall transit usage continued growing after the shared bicycles market reached a plateau; (2) short public transits within 2 km decreased while transfers within 2 km increased; and (3) the decrease of short transits and increase of transfers within 3 km were spatially highly correlated to the usage of shared bicycles. Hence, the role of bicycle-sharing systems is competitive for existing public transit systems during short trips and cooperative for connecting transits.
Introduction
Bicycling is encouraged for urban sustainability, public health, and traffic congestion alleviation [1] . However, a method to evaluate the influences of shared bicycles on public transit is very important for urban and transport planners. This study aimed to investigate the competition and cooperation between bicycle-sharing and public transit, using Beijing as a case study. A bicycle-sharing system is a service through which bicycles are publicly accessible for shared use to individuals on a short-term basis for a small charge, and it has become popular in cities all over the world [2] . With the emergence of bicycle-sharing in China in 2014, the market has been flourishing since July 2016 (led by companies like Ofo and Mobike). There has seen a substantial rise in bicycle use with significant influences on urban transportation [3] . In 2017, the number of shared bicycle users reached 70 million in China (Source: AVIC Securities, 2017).
The main advantages of a bicycle-sharing system are the low-cost, flexible mobility, and capability to alleviate the urban traffic congestion problem [4] . Bicycling is a non-motorized and low-emission transport mode. The wide use of cycling can reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions, thus improving the urban environment [5] . The bicycle-sharing system is revolutionizing urban transportation systems and mobility modes [6] . Furthermore, urban residents enjoy riding shared Sustainability 2019, 11, 1323 2 of 13 bicycles for short commutes, tourism, and exercise [5] . In the last few years, millions of shared bicycles purchased by companies have quickly flooded into urban areas; therefore, how and to what extent the shared-bicycle system will influence existing public transit systems has become a concern for researchers [7] . How to manage and distribute shared bicycles in urban areas is a challenging problem for city governments and planners, if they do not know the potential impacts of shared bicycles on existing public transits [8] . The distribution and usage of shared bicycles require guidance from both urban planners and traffic management departments; however, they first need to understand the competitive and cooperative interactions between shared bicycles and public transit systems, especially how shared bicycles affect public transit usage [9] . Because the upsurge in shared bicycles in cities has been a new phenomenon in the last few years, the influences of shared bicycles on the public transit system are not clearly defined in existing studies [10] . As such, analysis concerning the substitution of shared bicycles in public transit would be helpful to policy-makers in city governments, as well as bicycle companies.
In this study, we designed a model to evaluate the substitution of shared bicycle usage on public transit using the operating data of shared schemes and transit data. In a case study, data from 2016 and 2017 were employed to evaluate the influence of bicycle sharing on the public transit system in Beijing. The findings hopefully may explain how bicycle-sharing schemes should be regulated in the future. The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review. Section 3 introduces the methodology employed, followed by the data description in Section 4. Section 5 presents the results, and Section 6 presents the research conclusions and discussions.
Literature Review

Controversies over Impacts of Shared Bicycles on Public Transit
Generally, bicycling is perceived as a short-and medium-range travel mode, while public transit is a medium-and long-range travel mode. A bicycle-sharing system could be a substitute for a pre-existing public transport network, because an individual could use a shared bicycle instead of other public transit, and this kind of substitution would result in a loss of transit ridership [11] . A bicycle-sharing system could also be a complement to a pre-existing public transport network, as bicycling improves accessibility to public transit stops [11] . Midgley (2009) and Liu et al. (2012) argued that shared bicycles are parts or components of public transportation in urban areas [12, 13] , while Ma et al. (2015) perceived shared bicycles as complements to urban public transportation [4] . Furthermore, Replogle (1992) argued that benefits could be greater when bicycles and transit systems are better combined [14] .
Previous studies of bicycle sharing addressed the influence of bicycles on transit ridership; however, the conclusions regarding whether the influences are positive or negative were controversial. The positive roles that shared bicycles have in complementing public transit systems were noticed by some researchers. Jäppinen et al. (2013) believed that bicycles would increase public transit [11] , and Wang et al. (2013) argued that bicycle sharing schemes potentially increased transit use for improved transit facilities by solving the first-and-last-mile problem [15] . Gordon-Koven et al. (2014) suggested that dense bicycle-sharing networks influenced citizens to substitute bicycling for public transit [16] , and Campbell et al. (2017) found that every bicycle-sharing dock along New York bus routes was associated with a reduction in bus trips [17] . With respect to the relationship between bicycles and public transit systems, a disruption in London's tube service increased bicycle sharing trips by 85% and increased trip durations by 88% [18] .
Study Approaches
Existing studies focus too much on the overall influences of bicycle usage on public transit, neglecting the differences owing to short distance and long distance transits. In addition to solving the first-and-last-mile problem, bicycling may also assume a positive role in connecting transit activities. The role of connecting transits is generally omitted in studies on shared bicycles [15] . Bus and metro transits are often not considered as an integrated transit system in existing research [3, 15] , making it difficult to evaluate whether bicycling is helpful in connecting transits between bus and metro lines.
In general, the reasons behind the competitive and cooperative influences of shared bicycles on public transit systems are not explored with consideration for travel distances. The statistics on travel distances between the two modes, transit distance changes, and transfer distances have not been examined thoroughly. Service distance histograms of transits and bicycling were seldom used in evaluating the potential effects of bicycling on public transit. Furthermore, most of the studies reported that bicycling distances were short without providing detailed differences between route distances and OD (origin-destination) distances.
Data and Methods in Existing Studies
Some studies use survey data that are limited in scale; few studies use the operating data of large-scale share schemes [19] . Shared bicycles are usually tracked by scheme operators, and the data collected by the operators have generated new study material for urban researchers and planners [20] , especially in cities where bicycle-sharing schemes have attracted increased attention [21] . Studies on shared bicycles were usually difficult owing to poor accessibility to operating data [22] , and studies on bicycle-transit integration are more difficult when combining cycling and transit data because of different user identifications [23] . Although some researchers have recognized that travel distance is a key element for the traveler when choosing a transport mode, the threshold distance between bicycling and public transit service remains uncertain owing to limited data access [2] .
With respect to the study methods, comparison methods are usually made between bicycle usages in different conditions [24] . Saberi et al. (2018) conducted a study on the impact of public transit disruption on bicycle-sharing mobility patterns using bicycling data from a tube strike that occurred in London, and they adopted a combined geo-statistical approach to explore the mobility patterns of bicycle-sharing interactions with public transit [18] . Zhao et al. (2018) surveyed 307 bicycle users to probe how the cyclists would shift to transit in Beijing where air pollution was thought to be a problem [25] . Shared bicycle ridership and public transit activities are seldom compared from an accurate spatial perspective. Data mining on both bicycling and transit data are rare; most studies are based on bicycling data only.
Approaches and Methodology
Bicycling and Transit Trip Distances
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the interaction between shared bicycles and public transit systems might depend on differences in travel distances. Bicycling and transit travel distances are key study objectives in this paper. This paper refers to five different distances as follows:
To explain the first three distances, Figure 1 shows a transit from point A to point B in a single line, and another trip from point C to F comprises two single transits via two transit lines. The distance between A and B is the transit OD distance, and is the distance between C and D, and E and F. The transit OD distance is the Euclidean distance between a boarding station and an alighting station. If a transit rider exits the transit line at the next stop, the transit OD distance is called a one-stop transit distance. One-stop transit distances need to be examined to evaluate their vulnerability to be replaced by bicycles. There might be competition between one-stop transits and shared bicycle usage. Cooperation between shared bicycles and public transits might also occur in transit transferring when individuals exit the transit system and use shared bicycles to travel to another transit line, like the connection between points D and E in Figure 1 . The distance between D and E is the transfer distance. Smartcard records could be used to monitor transfers when the transit riders exit and return to the transit system. It should be noticed that transferring not only includes intended transferring between transit lines, it also includes situations where riders finish their travel activities after making a transit to point D, and then exit at point E through transit systems. Transfer distances need to be examined because there are areas where shared bicycles could interact with public transit systems in a cooperative manner.
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where ϕ1, λ1, and ϕ2, λ2 are the geographical latitudes and longitudes in radians of point A and point B, Δλ is the absolute differences between λ1 and λ, and r is the radius of the Earth. The bicycling OD distance is the Euclidean distance between bicycling origin and destination, and the bicycling trip distances are the lengths of a real bicycling route. Because sometimes only bicycling OD data are available, the bicycling trip distances are simulated by the Google Maps Directions application program interface (API). The Google Maps Directions API is a service that calculates trip distances and travel durations between locations using a web service request. The mode of transport is specified to be bicycling. When a uniform resource locator (URL) contains OD latitudes and longitudes, the response is in JavaScript object notation (JSON) or extensible markup language (XML) format, and the element of "distance" indicates the total meters covered by the bicycling route. The differences between bicycling OD distances and bicycling trip distances are used to measure the potential effects of shared bicycles on public transits. It is speculated that both shared bicycles trip distances and OD distances are short compared to public transit trips.
Histogram-Shifting Method
Transit trips with different OD distances might be affected differently by shared bicycles. A histogram-shifting method is designed to examine the influence of bicycle sharing on public transit service distances. The histogram method is an estimate of the probability distribution of the distances. Histograms are used to evaluate the distributions of transit OD distance in different distance intervals. Transit OD distances over 10 km are excluded because transit trips longer than that are less likely to be affected by bicycling. The range of 10 km is divided into 50 intervals, and then a count is taken of how many transits fall into each interval ( Figure 2 ). If the area shifting of the service distance distribution shifts more than a given criterion, the service of the public transit system is affected by certain factors. The area of shifting can be calculated by: The distances are calculated by the geographical latitudes and longitudes of the OD pairs, and the dist between point A and point B is calculated by the haversine formula:
where φ 1 , λ 1 , and φ 2 , λ 2 are the geographical latitudes and longitudes in radians of point A and point B, ∆λ is the absolute differences between λ 1 and λ, and r is the radius of the Earth. The bicycling OD distance is the Euclidean distance between bicycling origin and destination, and the bicycling trip distances are the lengths of a real bicycling route. Because sometimes only bicycling OD data are available, the bicycling trip distances are simulated by the Google Maps Directions application program interface (API). The Google Maps Directions API is a service that calculates trip distances and travel durations between locations using a web service request. The mode of transport is specified to be bicycling. When a uniform resource locator (URL) contains OD latitudes and longitudes, the response is in JavaScript object notation (JSON) or extensible markup language (XML) format, and the element of "distance" indicates the total meters covered by the bicycling route. The differences between bicycling OD distances and bicycling trip distances are used to measure the potential effects of shared bicycles on public transits. It is speculated that both shared bicycles trip distances and OD distances are short compared to public transit trips.
Transit trips with different OD distances might be affected differently by shared bicycles. A histogram-shifting method is designed to examine the influence of bicycle sharing on public transit service distances. The histogram method is an estimate of the probability distribution of the distances. Histograms are used to evaluate the distributions of transit OD distance in different distance intervals. Transit OD distances over 10 km are excluded because transit trips longer than that are less likely to be affected by bicycling. The range of 10 km is divided into 50 intervals, and then a count is taken of how many transits fall into each interval (Figure 2) . If the area shifting of the service distance distribution shifts more than a given criterion, the service of the public transit system is affected by certain factors. The area of shifting can be calculated by:
where f A (x) and f B (x) are the distributions (histograms) of service distances. The area of shifting ∈[0,2], and lower numbers near 0 mean the service distance change is minimal, while higher numbers near 2 mean the service distance change is substantial. A criterion of 0.2 (10% of the maximum) is set as the threshold; namely, when the area of shifting is greater than 0.2, we consider that the transit OD distances are affected by certain factors. As shown in Figure 2 , the histograms of transit distances during period A and period B are to be compared, and P is the probability of the transit trip distance. Period A could be a time when shared bicycle usage is low, and period B may be the time when shared bicycle usage is high. If the two lines overlap, the area shifting is zero. When this happens, we know that the same proportion of transit riders travel in a certain distance range. If the two histograms do not overlap, we know that more people travel within trip distances of less than 4 km in time period B than those in period A, and more riders travel trip ranges between 4 and 7 km in time period B than period A. 
where fA(x) and fB(x) are the distributions (histograms) of service distances. The area of shifting ∈ [0,2], and lower numbers near 0 mean the service distance change is minimal, while higher numbers near 2 mean the service distance change is substantial. A criterion of 0.2 (10% of the maximum) is set as the threshold; namely, when the area of shifting is greater than 0.2, we consider that the transit OD distances are affected by certain factors. As shown in Figure 2 , the histograms of transit distances during period A and period B are to be compared, and P is the probability of the transit trip distance. Period A could be a time when shared bicycle usage is low, and period B may be the time when shared bicycle usage is high. If the two lines overlap, the area shifting is zero. When this happens, we know that the same proportion of transit riders travel in a certain distance range. If the two histograms do not overlap, we know that more people travel within trip distances of less than 4 km in time period B than those in period A, and more riders travel trip ranges between 4 and 7 km in time period B than period A. 
Spatial Correlation of Bicycle Usage and Transit Changes
If ridership within certain OD distance intervals changes proportionally, it must be determined whether the change has a spatial relationship with shared bicycle usage. Hence, a spatial correlation mechanism was designed. Transit changes are projected into gridded cell areas to examine the spatial relationship between bicycle usage and transit changes. The transit changes include one-stop transit and transferring. The spatial distribution of shared bicycle usages is also projected onto gridded cell areas to examine the relationship between bicycle sharing and public transit usages. If the proportional change in transit ridership within certain OD distances is accompanied by a change in bicycle usage, then they are correlated. Bicycle usage probably resulted in changes to the transit OD distance and transfer distance. The study area is converted into gridded cell areas A1, A2, A3, … An, with each cell area given an index number n. The counts of bicycling origins are projected into cell areas An based on whether the latitudes and longitudes of the bicycling start points are located in areas An.
In this mechanism, the grids are not perfect rectangles because the earth is a sphere. The area of a grid cell within the range of longitude∈[λ1, λ2] and latitude ∈[ϕ1, ϕ2,] is calculated by the formula: 
If ridership within certain OD distance intervals changes proportionally, it must be determined whether the change has a spatial relationship with shared bicycle usage. Hence, a spatial correlation mechanism was designed. Transit changes are projected into gridded cell areas to examine the spatial relationship between bicycle usage and transit changes. The transit changes include one-stop transit and transferring. The spatial distribution of shared bicycle usages is also projected onto gridded cell areas to examine the relationship between bicycle sharing and public transit usages. If the proportional change in transit ridership within certain OD distances is accompanied by a change in bicycle usage, then they are correlated. Bicycle usage probably resulted in changes to the transit OD distance and transfer distance. The study area is converted into gridded cell areas A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , . . . A n , with each cell area given an index number n. The counts of bicycling origins are projected into cell areas A n based on whether the latitudes and longitudes of the bicycling start points are located in areas A n .
In this mechanism, the grids are not perfect rectangles because the earth is a sphere. The area of a grid cell within the range of longitude ∈[λ 1 , λ 2 ] and latitude ∈[φ 1 , φ 2 ,] is calculated by the formula:
where φ 1 , λ 1 , and φ 2 , λ 2 are the geographical latitudes and longitudes in radians of the grid boundaries, respectively, and r is the radius of the earth. If a grid is small, the error ε of the area of the grid can be approximated by:
where φ 1 and φ 2 are the latitude limits of the study area. In Beijing, for example, a grid of 1 km by 1 km has an error ε = 0.0237, compared to a rectangle. In this situation, it is acceptable to consider grids based on latitudes and longitudes to be the same size as rectangles. The number of bicycling riderships constitute an array X = [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . . . x n ] (Figure 3a) . Likewise, the transit ridership counts in the cell areas A n could form an array Y = [y 1 , y 2 , y 3 . . . y n ] (Figure 3b ). Shared bicycle changes in the cell areas are compared with the public transit changes. where ϕ1, λ1, and ϕ2, λ2 are the geographical latitudes and longitudes in radians of the grid boundaries, respectively, and r is the radius of the earth. If a grid is small, the error ε of the area of the grid can be approximated by:
where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the latitude limits of the study area. In Beijing, for example, a grid of 1 km by 1 km has an error = 0.0237, compared to a rectangle. In this situation, it is acceptable to consider grids based on latitudes and longitudes to be the same size as rectangles. The number of bicycling riderships constitute an array X = [x1, x2, x3… xn] (Figure 3(a) ). Likewise, the transit ridership counts in the cell areas An could form an array Y = [y1, y2, y3… yn] (Figure 3(b) ). Shared bicycle changes in the cell areas are compared with the public transit changes. Public transit systems with long, medium, and short service distances are affected differently by shared bicycle usage. If the shared bicycle usage has a spatial correlation with public transit ridership, the two are probably related. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (Pearson) are calculated between short transit traffic changes and shared bicycle usage to evaluate the relationship between shared bicycle usage and transits. The correlation coefficient corr (X, Y) is the measurement of how the two types of traffic are related to each other. The formula for corr (X, Y) is:
where cov is the covariance, and σX and σY are the standard deviations of X and Y. The relationship between X and Y is calculated by r:
where n is the number of gridded areas, xi is the shared bicycle usage in cell area number i, and yi is the public transit numbers in cell area number i. Accordingly, r is a number within the range of [−1,1], and a higher r means a strong relationship between shared bicycle usage and a certain type of public transit activity. Similarly, R 2 is a number within the range of [0,1], and a higher R 2 means higher reliability for the study approach.
Data Process
Public Transit Data
The smart card data used in this study include metro and bus transit logs from Beijing's public transport system. Transit data from the 24th week in 2016 and the 33rd week in 2017 were used, and the transit datasets included boarding stations, boarding time, alighting stations, alighting time. By the end of 2016, there were over 1020 bus lines and 19 subway lines in Beijing, with more than 20,000 Public transit systems with long, medium, and short service distances are affected differently by shared bicycle usage. If the shared bicycle usage has a spatial correlation with public transit ridership, the two are probably related. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (Pearson) are calculated between short transit traffic changes and shared bicycle usage to evaluate the relationship between shared bicycle usage and transits. The correlation coefficient corr (X, Y) is the measurement of how the two types of traffic are related to each other. The formula for corr (X, Y) is:
where cov is the covariance, and σ X and σ Y are the standard deviations of X and Y. The relationship between X and Y is calculated by r:
where n is the number of gridded areas, x i is the shared bicycle usage in cell area number i, and y i is the public transit numbers in cell area number i. Accordingly, r is a number within the range of [−1,1], and a higher r means a strong relationship between shared bicycle usage and a certain type of public transit activity. Similarly, R 2 is a number within the range of [0,1], and a higher R 2 means higher reliability for the study approach.
Data Process
Public Transit Data
The smart card data used in this study include metro and bus transit logs from Beijing's public transport system. Transit data from the 24th week in 2016 and the 33rd week in 2017 were used, and the transit datasets included boarding stations, boarding time, alighting stations, alighting time. By the end of 2016, there were over 1020 bus lines and 19 subway lines in Beijing, with more than 20,000 bus Sustainability 2019, 11, 1323 7 of 13 stops and 345 subway stations (source: www.bjbus.com, www.bjsubway.com). Metro transits and bus transits were treated as equal transits in this paper. Daily bus transit volume or daily metro transit volume is approximately 10 million on a typical working day. The Beijing Municipal Administration and Communication Card (commonly known as the Yikatong, literally one-card pass) is the only type of smart card used in Beijing's public transport system. The smart card can be used in the bus and metro systems in Beijing. Although passengers can buy the card anonymously, each card has a unique identification number. As such, we could track the travel information of individuals in Beijing's public transport system and then calculate the user's transit OD distances and transit transfer distances.
Shared Bicycle Data
By the end of 2017, roughly 2.35 million shared bicycles from 15 companies were in service in Beijing (source: www.xinhuanet.com). Mobike and Ofo were believed to be the top three largest bicycle-sharing companies by the year 2017 (source: fortune.com), and the two companies shared 31% overlapped users (source: www.questmobile.com.cn) at the beginning of 2017. The top companies might share far more users by the end of 2017 than other competitors. Shared electric bicycles also emerged in 2017, but they are not considered due to their small number. The randomly sampled bicycling daily log of 15 November 2017 is provided by the Ofo company, and each record contains the starting time and starting location, as well as the ending time and ending location. Altogether, 20,000 bicycling records were used in this study in the same area as transit data, and these records were randomly selected from the total dataset. It is important to note that the market share of the bicycle-sharing companies is presumed to be equal in geographical distribution such that the sample data represent the overall shared bicycle usage in Beijing. The number of riders using a shared bicycle in mid-2016 was substantially smaller compared to that in 2017; hence, the increase of shared bicycle usage could be approximately represented by bicycle usage at the end of 2017.
Visualization of Data
Urban areas in Beijing (as shown in Figure 4 Bicycling data comprise a sample randomly selected from the entire database; therefore, spatial distribution and service distance statistics are not affected by the sampling method. When the data is visualized, bus stops and metro stations are much more evenly distributed than the bicycling start points (Figure 4a ). In the center areas, shared bicycles show patterns similar to transit access points (Figure 4b ). 
Results
Comparison of Public Transit and Shared Bicycle Usage in Volumes
Overall, the public transit traffic volumes in Beijing were relatively stable from 2016 to 2017. A sharp drop in transit volume in the 4th and 5th week was due to the Chinese lunar new year holidays. Bus transits and metro transits were equally processed, and they totaled the overall daily transit traffic volumes. In most weeks, transit volumes were moderately higher in 2017 than 2016 (Figure 5a) , with a dramatic increase of active shared bicycle users (Figure 5b) . Figure 4. (a) Public transit access points, and (b) shared bicycle starting points.
Results
Comparison of Public Transit and Shared Bicycle Usage in Volumes
Overall, the public transit traffic volumes in Beijing were relatively stable from 2016 to 2017. A sharp drop in transit volume in the 4th and 5th week was due to the Chinese lunar new year holidays. Bus transits and metro transits were equally processed, and they totaled the overall daily transit traffic volumes. In most weeks, transit volumes were moderately higher in 2017 than 2016 ( Figure  5(a) ), with a dramatic increase of active shared bicycle users ( Figure 5(b) ). The volume of shared bicycle usages most likely underwent the same increase as the number of active users, although we do not have the usage data that directly show how shared bicycle usage has increased over the period from June 2016 to May 2017. In this case study, the usage of shared bicycles has not likely reduced public transit ridership. The volume of shared bicycle usages most likely underwent the same increase as the number of active users, although we do not have the usage data that directly show how shared bicycle usage has increased over the period from June 2016 to May 2017. In this case study, the usage of shared bicycles has not likely reduced public transit ridership.
Histograms of Service Distances for Bicycling and Transits
Public transit smart card data and bicycling data collected on 15 November 2017 were used to develop histograms relating to service distances. One-stop transit distances, transfer transits, bicycling trip distances, and bicycling OD distances were counted and visualized with histograms. The histogram of one-stop transits shows that most one-stop trips are less than 2 km (Figure 6a ). The statistics of transit riders travel distances between transits in public transit systems indicate that most people transfer within distances of 2 km (Figure 6b ). The histograms indicate that most one-stop transits are less than 2 km (Figure 6c) , and most bicyclists travel to destinations within 2 km of their origins (Figure 6d ). It was also found that histograms of trip durations were similar to distance histograms. So it was reasonable use only distance information of the data to investigate interaction between bicycling and transits. (Figure 6(b) ). The histograms indicate that most onestop transits are less than 2 km (Figure 6(c) ), and most bicyclists travel to destinations within 2 km of their origins (Figure 6(d) ). It was also found that histograms of trip durations were similar to distance histograms. So it was reasonable use only distance information of the data to investigate interaction between bicycling and transits. These travel distances are detailed in Table 1 . These travel distances are detailed in Table 1 . The detailed results show (1) most one-stop transits in Beijing were less than 2 km; (2) half of the public transit transfers were within displacements less than 2 km away; (3) approximately 85% of the bicycling distances were less than 2 km. The travel distances of shared bicycles are rather short; therefore, the possibility of riding shared bicycles as a substitute for long transit is low while the possibility of riding shared bicycles as a substitute for short transit is high. This was a reduction of one-stop transits as shared bicycle usage surged. There is also a great potential of cooperation between sharing bicycles and transit systems, for the results support the assumption that public transit riders using shared bicycles to substitute walking between transit stops.
Public Transit Distance Changes Accompanied by Shared Bicycle Surge
The histograms of transit trip distances show that trip distances less than 2 km decreased; however, trips ranging from 2-6 km increased (Figure 7 ). The histograms of transit distances show more riders re-enter the transit system if the displacement is less than 2 km. The output of shifting transit for transit trip distances on a typical working day in 2017 is 0.3397 (Figure 6a) , and the transfer histogram shift change shifting re-enter is 0.1182 (Figure 6b ). Both shiftings are notably larger than the average number calculated from the daily data collected for a week in 2016 (avg(shifting 2016 ) = 0.005). Thus, the public transit service changed in both trip distance and connecting distance over this period. What is the cause of this phenomenon?
The histograms of transit trip distances show that trip distances less than 2 km decreased; however, trips ranging from 2-6 km increased (Figure 7) . The histograms of transit distances show more riders re-enter the transit system if the displacement is less than 2 km. The output of shifting transit for transit trip distances on a typical working day in 2017 is 0.3397 (Figure 6(a) ), and the transfer histogram shift change shifting re-enter is 0.1182 (Figure 6(b) . Both shiftings are notably larger than the average number calculated from the daily data collected for a week in 2016 (avg(shifting 2016 ) = 0.005). Thus, the public transit service changed in both trip distance and connecting distance over this period. What is the cause of this phenomenon? Detailed data showed that when the 33rd week of 2016 and the 24th week of 2017 were compared using short transit volumes (one-stop transits), daily short transits dropped from 775,000 to 691,000 on average and short transfers increased from 133,000 to 149,000 on average. The results in Section 5.2 showed the possibility that the usage of shared bicycles might have reduced short public transit ridership and increased public transit connections with displacements of less than 2 km. When transits with distances longer than 10 km were included, the results were similar. Long transits were found to be less likely to be affected by shared bicycles. Further examination could be carried out to measure the interaction of bicycling usage and transit activity changes.
Spatial Correlation between Shared Bicycle Usage and Transit Service Changes
The results in Section 5.3 suggest that connections between shared bicycle usage, one-stop transits, and short transfers (within 2 km) need to be further examined utilizing a spatial correlation method. The three types of events (shared bicycle usage, one-stop transits, and short transfers) were projected into 400 cell areas according to a method in Section 3.3. The array X = [x1, x2, x3… x400] was used to represent shared bicycle usage in 2017. The array Y = [y1, y2, y3… y400] was used to represent short public transit reduction, while the array Z = [z1, z2, z3… z400] was used to represent transfers within distances less than 2 km. When the arrays were calculated and visualized, each had similar spatial distributions. Figures 8(a), 8(b) and 8(c) showed the spatial distribution of shared bicycle Detailed data showed that when the 33rd week of 2016 and the 24th week of 2017 were compared using short transit volumes (one-stop transits), daily short transits dropped from 775,000 to 691,000 on average and short transfers increased from 133,000 to 149,000 on average. The results in Section 5.2 showed the possibility that the usage of shared bicycles might have reduced short public transit ridership and increased public transit connections with displacements of less than 2 km. When transits with distances longer than 10 km were included, the results were similar. Long transits were found to be less likely to be affected by shared bicycles. Further examination could be carried out to measure the interaction of bicycling usage and transit activity changes.
The results in Section 5.3 suggest that connections between shared bicycle usage, one-stop transits, and short transfers (within 2 km) need to be further examined utilizing a spatial correlation method. The three types of events (shared bicycle usage, one-stop transits, and short transfers) were projected into 400 cell areas according to a method in Section 3.3. The array X = [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . . . x 400 ] was used to represent shared bicycle usage in 2017. The array Y = [y 1 , y 2 , y 3 . . . y 400 ] was used to represent short public transit reduction, while the array Z = [z 1 , z 2 , z 3 . . . z 400 ] was used to represent transfers within distances less than 2 km. When the arrays were calculated and visualized, each had similar spatial distributions. Figure 8a -c showed the spatial distribution of shared bicycle usage, short transit reduction, and short transfers increase respectively. Although some inconsistencies exist, overall there was a higher distribution of events in central urban zones than in surrounding areas.
The high correlation was explored among X, Y, and Z, with corr(X, Y) = 0.8326 (p = 0.001), corr(X, Z) = 0.7768 (p = 0.001), and corr(Y, Z) = 0.7171 (p = 0.001). The more shared bicycle usage in one cell area, the more short public transits is reduced in that cell area. In addition, more shared bicycle usage was also found to be associated with more public transit re-entries for travel less than 2 km. That is to say, more people might use shared bicycles when connecting with public transits.
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Conclusions and Discussion
The results show that: (1) the usage of shared bicycles did not result in a reduction in overall transit ridership volume; (2) however, transit ridership volumes for short distances, especially within 2 km, decreased while transfers within 2 km increased with the rise in shared bicycle usage; and (3) the decrease of short transits and increase of near transit transfers were highly correlated to the geographical distribution of shared bicycles Both cooperation and competition exist between shared bicycles and public transit systems. We need not be too concerned about the negative effects of shared bicycles on public transit ridership. While the use of shared bicycles may not cause an overall reduction in public transit, only short transit volume may be reduced. Researchers and regulators should not neglect that shared bicycles might also have a potentially significant role in connecting public transits. Policymakers could take advantage of this potential for improving existing public transport systems.
Further study is needed to investigate how bicycle-sharing systems influence travel behaviors, because the methods in this study are rather uncomplicated and lack onsite surveys. However, we believe our findings could provide urban planners and public transit policymakers with useful information for future transportation planning decisions. A better understanding of the relationship between sharing bicycles and traditional public transport systems will help to create more integrated transportation systems and enrich our cities.
The results of this study also provide useful information for urban sustainability: public transit systems in metropolitan cities such as Beijing are not sufficiently pedestrian friendly, because a good proportion of transfer distances are much longer than bicycling distances; there should be a strong need to complement the transit system by providing adequate bicycling services at public transit access points and sectors where public transit and bicycle-sharing schemes could work together to make both transport modes appealing. To avoid conflicts between the two transport modes, attention should also be paid to the negative influences of shared bicycles, such as transit access points flooded by shared bicycles. 
